Planning the Trip:
The trip preparation is usually happens
before traveling and is done at home,
office, etc. through using different
devices.

On the Way:
The main goal of transit is getting to destination by
driving, using public transportation or taking a
flight. While on the way, people usually prefer to
make the most out of their transit time.

During the trip:
Once getting to the destination, it is the time
to get ready for planned activities by checking
the direction, weather, a place to eat, and
more though using different devices and
applications.

Getting ready:
Before going on my trip,
I check the direction,
weather, attractions
and activities, and a
place to stay.

At Home:
I look for information when I’m at
home.
At the office:
I do a lot of my planning at work on my laptop
as I get a lot of free time.
… While I am free:
I look for hotels when I’m free. At home or at
work, or when I’m watching TV.
Devote a Specific time:
I allow a specific time for planning. I use my
laptop to plan as I found my phone
distracting.

Getting to the destination and Navigation:
I travel by car if it’s close by or by a bus/ flight if it’s
an overnight trip.
I drive everywhere as it gives me more control over
my travel and public transport isn’t good.
I use Uber to get to the airport.
I use Delta airline to get to my destination.
I use Google Maps/Waze on my phone to navigate to
my destination, while my husband uses a Garmin.
I check for traffic updates through the WTOP radio
station.

Using Transit Time:
I will explore a place in the layover time I have
waiting for the next flight at the airport.

Continue planning the trip:
I google possible activities I could do at the destination.

Checking the Weather:
I check the weather on app every day,
to decide what to do on that day.
Looking for Activities:
I look for museums, art galleries, and parks on my phone and
through google search.
I check Instagram postings to find interesting places around.
I look up my premade lists to see where to go.
Dining :
I look for food places before every meal through google/yelp
search on my phone; They have to be nearby and open; then I
check the reviews.
I ask people in the area, for places to eat at, or I just walk
around, exploring the street food.
I go to local cafes, but if they aren’t there I prefer to cook my
own food.
Traveling around:
I use Uber to travel around.
If the weather is good, I will book and
ride around on scooters.

